root cellar

Jim & Mac eat oyster stew at Sedgewick House

plain that ace of hearts not inside back in dark

A formulated

heads old Euphrates

A shepherd might learn he prob'ly was goin' to be initiated.

Preston Paden

A fellow will

On his brother to disappear him out. She's goin' to carry him.

Mac's mood of 1st mtns like to stand on abt. 3

quite some of it seems?
5 bad maps

Tubes

storm in cabin (see file cld) - weather was treacherous

Jack mulls jam and a way home c. Stanley

(nonpareil of jam quarrel early in life)

as I watched

bottom of my pants & tops of my shoes seemed to pull apart

I began to dread we were on

Oh yea! okay, (tolearn)
untold oil fields: Alec tells 1 a nig.

"TS we need them, 4700 sq mi Rate like - 0, say or Conn.

Montanians
- a novel in biology.

Wind from: alas 3. 1929
Scotch Heaven winter/pring '4 + Scotland: '52 in hom

Note named Scots.

face camp: Healey detached

Copperopolis CA

They say our TS wife gives her 1st cabin it's 1st
for washing a soapy water's thrown
get pp. done in mornings; think & read in afternoons
do 4 pp/day?
aim for 150 pp by Montana
try do 25 pp in Montana
aim for 75 pp more by Aug 15; total of 250 pp (50,000 wds)
revise & polish ch. 1, Sept. 20 - Oct. 1
aim for 50 pp, Oct. 1 - Dec. 31; total of 300 pp (60,000 wds); ½. bk
submit ch. 1 as ms sample Oct 15?
Phoenix WHA, wk of Oct. 18
organize files
set goals for Mar.
- see Two country
New Rockport

Clare's sister-in-law - Teachman - C. L. - 767-6558
- potter - clay pots - 25 cent each - lives in Rockport
- hot plate - crockpot - lives in Rockport

19 June
Valerie
Lola 5

24-25-26 - Billings
Lamp - 19-20
28 - Cousin
30 - end of June

R. - June 30 - July 10 - No

Mon. #75/mo.
7 members

Dorothy Payton & Pattee daughter - will stay over
June 28 - July 10
will call back by Sat. mor.

with us
go through Wyo WPA guide during drive
interview: Shelle  John Wall?  Harry

Harsh

Bonnet
put 4 chairs
lunch dialogue

GT pub - animals?
bad sob, thru -

Mon: mom, write on ms
after, GT & DS, intvw Hamilton

Tues: mom, work on ms
after, see Engles

Wed: FT, Benton: Mars K, 10:30?

- packing to supply CCC on spike camps?
- what did CCs do along NH front? Clinton work?

GT: Wh House grocery? Ron & Eustace?
- got typewriter fixed, Mon.

CHA - Drop 33 mi - 45 min.
Drop - H + Bottle rd - 22 mi
Dupuyer:
Is there a picture of Tom’s hideout?

Call Wilburn Warren o’L-C site.

Potaties, week July 5:
- John Pete Stiffler
- Tom & Marly Pelin
- Earl Pendergrass sheep camp
- (Missing)
- Fay Stokes’ ditch rider
- Johnny Matthews
- Tom & Lil House
- Ken Berts place
- Bill Jones

Chattau: ’39 newspaper; check G & T Tract weather under n Chat’s
- Mention Jesse Malone

Chattau past range:
- Conrad:
  - Adq
  - Library
  - Vi Sullivan

Zella Trautelet
- Johnny Matthews
When you have trouble sleeping, (decrements GV)
16 pp./wrk #6 weeks = 100 pp.
24 pp. OK
Say "Paradise - meet tomorrow.

P.O. Box 310 98009
Robert Hartley, pub in Bellevue 1-2 (206) 453-4296
Deborah Easter, sr ed, Pae NW (206) 632-5844
a ways to see out, let be some odd

...back in under truss, quite an overlong there.

we all 3, my later i, also i.o. have eyes our like out/there 7 p.m.

red hair: sandy sort that suggested rather than accl.

facial as if they'd caught them from one another

- goesy meat
- pic of Dad I angus dressed as woman
...down in one long man entry
in back longman of Sumatra
Loe stealing grass from other
I did not by

I'd like to see every day
Don't kill me and have to get that over on

on ground wire or him
Never oil hames, one wire with others
motion and wild hay
on me dead
We will pull out 1 leave a man in that shape.

have paid 1st else

Down packed in 5th

Kighet 1 glory, to back in those hills
Nothing he cut 'take care of.'

This was not bad
Tony had his shiver
I doubt I like Devil

I had lacked me quite a while.
All that sort 1 stuff.
Whole herd of pigs - Harold 105, pet pig
105 - pig v. morning glory

Insure
Insured to Harold 115, Shire race.

Met: don't you know
- Sueie: take a calf or lamb in kitchen

Met 17
94 a day on top

are

5 'man of coal
Storrent
Elmer, Suwaya, never answer
Trapped in small country 1 someone in that Lile.
and of these w/ - early next
Allan and myself - Penguin $7,500 7 1/2% all '83

Lig OK
Coll Covert

Peggy
Thurs 21st - Un 7:30 - 11:43

Sat 23rd - 7:05 10:47 Rep 12

Peggy

Lig: back tomorrow
- no flight
- Nancy Metcalfe
$5,000 as soon as possible
- Jan 15

- $5,000 Jan 15
- 7,500 as progress - June
- 10,000 on acceptance

Tom: any news on Sea Re sales?
W. Post review -

15 Jan. next install due
Tom "loved"
- $2500 / $25,000

- $5,000
- $12,500 / on 1st March
- 10,000 on completion

- $50 in Jan

- Also 1st decision
- $350

- Distribute proofs out here

- more on TV prospects? - Zimba & Redford

no lunchie
has UN cards / pick up at coffee this morn

whereabouts?

Peter 325-5551

county agents?
Problems so far:
Mac's indecisive character: how much tamarisk of violence
Lewando's role: research into Van Beethoven? At Witham, at Pitt医生
Alec
Learn = insufficient shown
Bob Marshall
More dialogue needed

Hebrants need relevance, then place: McC house? at Fort Scott House

Mac: show how a reasonable person can get in such a sit in w. Alec.
  - Mac thinks tamarisk are great in A's service agent college.
  - Mac & Beth harbor resentment against W.
  - Mac made his choice agent W by becoming a 'n rider

Alec: feels he must leave family orbit
  - Head over heels to he man?
  - Alec lacks pace; wants life now

Lst en route into mix needs an evident direction which conceals true turn.

Jack hints at asking Stanley a Alec/parents sit

First sequence to tell Mac's history, a chunk at a time.

Korea not finished yet?
  - Can't help, Army?
  - Thank u for supper, Beth ... Don't mention it
  - Can't move u.
  - Wind us working again (6.3 - more Jack's memory 1 morning)
  - Still no television ...
  - Unexpected way to begin trip
Jack's lack of explanation by Mac to Stanley
Jack leaving from Stanley
Alce & Jack - p. dialogue?

Mac dialogue a failure
Ray can imitate Ketterson & 00 of any of them

Beth's speech
Beth & Alce

people arriving to picnic

That was good, o. irrigating (Tomat)
raft of food
thing of all: saddle horse that I'd save.
a blood getting elk

Mac & Jack to Browning? take Tint to them?

Jack can see, either at picnic or nodes, nobody every / he knew

Alce & not but report, which in a way was better than being
not at anything that dumb

are concerns around Jack & Stanley?

Tru was waiting for ditch job?

buff of new Levis turned up

Hill 56
Sobriety
New Jerusalem
'Dawn Bringer
Duke's
Silver Dollar
'Double Eagle

Glee Club, 115 - Victor VapoRub.
Jack doesn't recount D's journal "except to say it was of G's insight" of his thoughts or Marcella.

"I find a lead. - " Eng. C-175 ..."

" a G-leaner entry. Weather? Only by Dale Copenhaver advice...
- Go thru various cards? mo or person in best spread...
  flight of happier even chance?"

**Note: The rest of the text is not legible.**

... - Reporting for induction...

John A. McC, Raymond Edward Mentey,

I can't account for it, but it was until years I'd were many
- people who did appreciate this mo & knew. Eng C-175 we DD mo went
- of jail soon, ride out from G...

- mine, thoughts of buying - Down town I knew
So it began, mo I did - miss pickup, of then for a moment didn't think
to the @ on crossing, But the it was, my father & mother...

GV while rock letters of his school, . red neck 9-7 in?
- angle makes it look odd though. because angle isn't apparent enough...
- rocks for letters handed from D's: " I'd bow spelled out - anywhere info."

It was always possible to tell if DD was handpan or just leadpan.

**Note: The rest of the text is not legible.**

"In any case,

- see no useful purpose

Jack asks Mac at camp fire if Day's in over?"
Pete: We'll make it a work day.

My name is Winnie. I heard we only 1/3 as much yield as 2.

Pete went at harvesting in a big way

Garland shows up as steady drummer? Or on fire crew?

Hoppey: Mac: Let's go see if we can do any good.
- July 20, when it snowed in May.

I say so.
You need a cooker.

Are we gone some in working out today?

Mercedes: We're like spirits in her own house.
I like invited for grubs - Mercedes's idea
still rain at mealtimes? Crew runs thin. Rain like wetเชือก
We promise farm has own house
Alice has seem bound, a lower: snapshot of hero

No. No, he must have been cowboy's somewhere.

This was before days when only old were till up as they are now.

Bunches jokes about's light carbon.

A man who owned 1/2. Every side of eat even hire a decent cook

He was a stubby man, stubby, really

Structured throughout inside out

After pulling of his denim until he was face out, Cindy thought
8-10pp. Dodge & afternoon
- dialogue: Mac & Beth

weather heats up

8-10pp. hanging at Pete's
- sick at home: views of Beth
- sick's comment: morning note - swim on way home
- mention Alec

15-20pp. grass hopper
- Mac: go help out
  views of Mac

15-20pp. Dick & Helen
- Alec

10-15 Aug., before fire
possible 75
views of Mac & Beth

75-100pp. forest fire

George leech salt & soil. Then around a plate & lunch.
Beth with him again. She has no majority view of table.

Dorothy Kuhn, secretary
Grady Tolman, machine
Wendell W., stabbled

Wisdom Wyngard
Big hole K tells of truck buscapes to BH, which crew thinks is again

doomed. bigcause

around 9, gas engine in hay field. Old 26th crew, on crew as wind.
a couple of small, small machine.
Today 2 men on machines can bale a bale 6' pitch, hay
It made for an early ride, the way always loved...

E Hlkenn o. stacker team
"A hay stacked in day than any guy has ever seen."

We've got a personality chip's here, G'!'and.
let him go try put a o. stack.

I did' like ide at all! He don't us up against a hard place.
Men's drove stack me off'm, then patched Tarl. (or Bath?)

I'm going to have to rejig things here a little.

Walden ought to have humped up to old his grind. He and how
had to splatter hay. Next ne'er'll mind, but a hay avalanche
doesn't really injure you. He be hardly lost - the coupl' of
wasting step IR.W.

A dilem a dilemma faced Pete.

picked up
Then she stepped in Jake and took a cleanly with TB5

It may have been my major
Clayton like E. Td. 'EM, Valerie & Comrad, away from home

Jack's b'day: when?

Jack & Pete:

Jack any over Dodie?

by ambling grays, jocko's Pup

Stanley? Screwed unpunished for 190 furs

if you're going to be cantankerous, be it.
a mind like mine was about right for it, practicing to be rich - Stanley in bar?

That shook people considerably, motion me a lot ed be stupid out...

Mac asks Stanley: what do you think?

Stanley trains CCC boys?

Beth to in for pool; Mac to mine; Paul to appoint, asks Jack to

must phone? - Jack calls Blee to go in as crew cap of CCC boys;

later requests. Jack calls S? or Beth returns C S?

I tried to avoid ed phone was, (?

how much more quickly Beth and have rushed out things (5 if

go ing to fire) than Paul E. stumbling from step to step.

Geo Edging: all right?

Jack's day; mention in his nickname section.

make Penny Fox dump robe at Pete's?

storm-up

Ray - Jack dialogue after Jack's W&V visit?

increasing use of - Two for recreation?

Kelley & Hinch: don't echo precisely, just, bus here as possible

Jack asks Pete o Doyle's death?

Jack puts up all fire camp Bob Marshall's "rescue" findings?
In 3mo era of bailed hay you do see overshot stockers any more. But here is how it worked.

Alice was called when 3-4 times before Jack.

graham crackers

Other 3 of us waited, trans/xed... Ed's memory.

Happens: arnold & a reluctant poison - what he does in war
- woman doing coalaching - her bet on dam work
- incident xtrav. advance of happen